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Abstract
This thesis reports on the construction and testing of a new gas Cherenkov counter for
the One Hundred Inch Proton Spectrometer (OHIPS) at the Bates Linear Accelerator
Center. This new counter will become part of a new detector package which will
optimize the spectrometer for electron detection. Building the Cherenkov counter
involved assembling the gas tank, mirror packages, photomultiplier tube packages
and top plate, and then aligning the mirrors to the correct orientation. Testing
was performed using both cosmic rays and an electron beam. These tests yield the
efficiencies of the Cherenkov counter as a function of position along the entrance face,
and as a function of the detector angle with respect to the beam. The efficiency of the
Cherenkov counter was found to range from 97.6% at the extreme edge of a mirror
to 99.9% for the rest.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the discovery of Cherenkov radiation in 1934 by Vavilov and Cherenkov [1] and

its subsequent theoretical explanation by Tamm and Frank [2] in 1937, the Cherenkov

counter has been used as standard equipment in nuclear and high-energy physics

experiments. It provides a nondestructive method for selecting high energy particles

according to their velocity.

A "Cherenkov counter" is a system used to detect Cherenkov radiation. Usually

it consists of a transparent medium (gaseous, liquid, or solid) in which the radiation

is emitted, an associated electronic detector, such as a photomultiplier tube, and an

optical system to focus Cherenkov photons onto the electronic detector.

The following sections of this chapter will give an overview of Cherenkov radia-

tion and Cherenkov counters. In Chapter 2, the specific counter for OHIPS will be

discussed in detail, and the design and assembly of the counter will be discussed.

Chapter 3 outlines the testing of the Cherenkov counter using cosmic rays and an

electron beam. The results of these tests will be presented in Chapter 4. Part of the

source codes for designing the Cherenkov counter can be found in Appendix A.

1.1 Cherenkov Radiation Generation

When a charged particle with velocity v travels through a transparent medium with

refractive index n, it will emit Cherenkov radiation if its velocity is greater than

9



Figure 1-1: Cherenkov shock wave front forming process.

c/n . The classic theory of this effect [3] attributes the radiation to the asymmetric

polarization of the medium in front of and behind the charged particle. This will

produce a net electric dipole moment varying with time. In the same way as an

acoustical shock generated by a body moving with supersonic velocity, the Cherenkov

wave front can be constructed by the superposition of spherical elementary Huygens

waves produced by a particle along its trajectory. The simple diagram, Fig. 1-1,

illustrates the formation of a Cherenkov shock wave.

Suppose at times 0 and t, a charged particle passes through the points A and

B with velocity v. The electromagnetic waves produced by the charged particle at

points between A and B superpose each other and generate a wave front BC. When

the particle arrives at B from A, the electromagnetic wave produced at A should

arrive at C. The distance of AB is vt, which equals ct, where c is the velocity of

light in vacuum. The distance between A and C is ct/n. Because the propagation

direction is perpendicular to the wave front, the triangle ACB is a right triangle, and:

AC 1
cos = AB =n (1.1)

Only at the direction satisfying equation (1.1) can the Cherenkov radiation be

10
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Figure 1-2: Cherenkov angle as a function of d and n

observed. This angle is related to On only. It isn't affected by the mass of the

charged particle or any other properties of the medium in which the charged particle

travels. Figure 1-2 shows the relationship between and for several values of the

index of refraction.

1.2 Properties of Cherenkov Radiation

1.2.1 Direction and Threshold Velocity

From equation (1.1), we can see that when a charged particle with velocity v travels

through an infinite medium with refractive index n, we can observe Cherenkov photons

only at an angle . A more detailed consideration of Cherenkov radiation in a finite

medium shows that the radiation is not only emitted at one angle , but that there

is an intensity distribution around caused by diffraction effects [4]. If the length

of the medium is L, this distribution has a maximum at angle , and the distance

between consecutive diffraction maxima is (A/L) sin 8, where A is the wavelength of

11



the Cherenkov light whose spectrum will be discussed in next section.

In an infinite medium, according equation (1.1) the Cherenkov angle is

= cos-1 (1.2)
no'

In a given medium, for particles with various velocities, the range for is

1
0 < < cos'-. (1.3)

n

Setting 0 equal to 0 gives the threshold for/3 required for generate Cherenkov radiation

at a physically observable angle:

1
fit (1.4)

n

For relativistic particles, the relativistic time expansion factor corresponding to this

threshold velocity is

?' 1= (1.5)

The 0 will increase as the velocity of the incident particle increases. As P approaches

unity, 0 will reach its maximum

ma,, = Cos -1 . (1.6)n

1.2.2 Continuous Spectrum and Small Light Yield

According to classical electrodynamics [4], for a particle of charge ze moving uniformly

in a straight line through a slab of material with thickness L, the energy radiated per

unit frequency interval, per unit solid angle, is found to be

d2E ah wL sin (O)dwd= z 2 np2sn2 sin2 0 ) 12. (1.7)
dwd= 2rc 2ir/c (9)

12



where a is the fine structure constant, n is the refractive index of the medium, and

~(9) = 2(1 -/3n cos). (1.8)

The term (sin ~/¢)2 may be considered to describe the Frauhofer diffraction. Cherenkov

radiation is thus emitted in a pattern similar to diffraction, that is with a large peak

centered at cos 0 = (n) - ' followed by smaller maxima.

For L large compared to the wavelength of the emitted radiation, the sin ¢/¢ term

approaches the delta function 6(1 - in cos 9), which requires that the radiation be

emitted at the Cherenkov angle as given in (1.2). The threshold condition (1.4) then

follows because /3 must be greater than 1/n in order for 0 to be physically meaningful.

As L decreases, the sharp central band begins to widen, so that the radiation is

spread out over a range of angles symmetrically centered around . Note also that,

in general, n is a function of w so that the angle of radiation is different for different

frequencies. This also contributes to broadening if one integrates over all frequencies.

To find out the energy emitted per unit path length, we need to integrate equation

(1.7) over the solid angle. The result is

dE= z2 wLsin 2 . (1.9)
dw 27rc

Dividing by L, and integrating over frequencies for which the condition > 1/n(w)

is satisfied, then yields

_dE = Z h wdwsin20 = z2ah d (lp - ) (1.10)
dX 27rc 27rc I / 2 n2 (W)

where we have assumed that L is large compared to the wavelength of the radiation

emitted. The energy loss increases with /3. But, even at relativistic energies, this loss

is very small compared to collision loss. For condensed materials, the energy radiated

is only on the order of - 10-3MeVcm 2 g-l [5]. For gases such as H2 or He, this ranges

from ~ 0.01 - 0.2MeVcm 2 g-l [5], which is still small.

The number of photons emitted as a particle passes through the radiating medium

13



is a very important factor to be considered when a Cherenkov counter is designed. It

can be found by dividing equation (1.9) by hw and L. The number of photons emitted

per unit frequency per unit length of radiator is then

d2N z2ca 2 z2a 1
dwd -sin2 =-(1-) (1.11)

dw dx c c c 2 n 2 (w)

or, in terms of the wave length

d2N z2 a 1
dd= 2 (1p 2()) _(1.12)

In most Cherenkov detectors, the Cherenkov radiation is generally detected by photo-

multiplier tubes which convert the photons into an eletrical current pulse. A typical

range of wavelength sensitivity for these devices is between 350 nm and 550 nm. In-

tegrating equation (1.12) over A and evaluating at these limits, 350 nm to 550 nm,

gives the number of photons emitted per centimeter as

dN = 2rz 2 a sin 2 S f 2 A2 = 475z2 sin2 0 . (1.13)

which is not an enormous amount, even though we have chosen relativistic particles

with d ; 1. For Isobutane, which is the gas used in the OHIPS Cherenkov counter, the

refractive index is about 1.0012 at just above atmospheric pressure, and the average

number of Cherenkov photons per centimeter is only about 1.2, if the incident particle

is an electron.

Because of the low light yield, only the best quality photomultipliers can be con-

sidered for use in a Cherenkov counter. The detection efficiency of a given counter is

obtained by folding the quantum efficiency of the photodetector (i.e. the efficiency

of converting photons to electrons to generate an electrical signal) with the optical

transmission and Cherenkov light spectrum. Therefore, low quality PMTs, because of

their low quantum efficiencies, may not be adequate to produce a detectable electronic

signal, since the number of Cherenkov photons is typically small.

14
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Figure 1-3: Typical layouts for threshold and differential Cherenkov counters.

1.3 Cherenkov Counters

Several types of Cherenkov counters are used in nuclear and high-energy physics

research. They differ in their mechanical arrangement and quality of the optical

systems. Cherenkov counters can be roughly divided into two categories, threshold

and differential Cherenkov counters. Figure. 1-3 gives typical layouts for these two

kinds of counters.

The differential Cherenkov counter can detect radiation over a small range of an-

gles, centered at a nominal value . On the other hand, the threshold Cherenkov

counter can only detect particles emitting Cherenkov radiation at angles greater than

a set value, and therefore with velocities above a given value. Thus, the threshold

counter can be used to distinguish different particles with the same momentum. The

15



Cherenkov counter for OHIPS is a threshold Cherenkov counter. In future experi-

ments, such as the upcoming OOPS N -i A experiment [11], this Cherenkov counter

will be used to distinguish electrons from pions.

In any threshold Cherenkov counter, when the velocity of a charged particle

reaches the threshold velocity 3t = 1/n, Cherenkov photons will be generated at

an angle 0 = 0. In practice, a finite value of the Cherenkov angle is required to

get enough photons to generate a physically observable electric signal (refer to equa-

tion 1.13). To obtain a good detection efficiency, it is essential to collect and focus

Cherenkov photons on the photomutiplier tube and optimize the circuitry of the pho-

tomultiplier. Due to the statistical fluctuations in the emission of an average number,

N, of photoelectrons from the photocathode of a photomultiplier tube when a single

photon hits the cathode, the electronic detection efficiency E for a counter using a

single PMT can be defined as

= 1 - exp(-N). (1.14)

Thus, the efficiency may be increased by either increasing the number of photoelec-

trons per photon, or by increasing the number of Cherenkov photons which strike the

photocathode.

There are many ways in which Cherenkov light can be focused onto the photocath-

ode, such as by using a cylindrical mirror placed around the radiator, light funnels,

spherical mirrors, parabolic mirrors, ellipsoidal mirrors, etc. The Cherenkov counter

for OHIPS uses sperical mirrors to focus photons onto the photomultiplier tubes.

16



Chapter 2

Cherenkov Counter for OHIPS

The Cherenkov counter described in this thesis will be used in the "One Hundred

Inch Proton Spectrometer", OHIPS, at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center. It will

be installed just above the focal plane of OHIPS. Figure 2-1 shows the layout of

OHIPS with the Cherenkov counter.

OHIPS is a QQD (quadrupole-quadrupole-dipole) magnetic spectrometer with a

vertical bend plane [7]. Particles are focused to different locations in the transverse

direction of the focal plane according to their momentum. Thus, by measuring the

transverse-direction coordinate of the point where a particle passes through the focal

plane, the momentum, P, of the particle is also determined.

The medium chosen for this Cherenkov counter is Isobutane gas, which will be

flushed through the Cherenkov counter at just above atmospheric pressure. For Isobu-

tane at atmospheric pressure, the refraction index is about 1.0012 (with very little

dependence on the frequency of Cherenkov light, but dependent on the pressure) and

the threshold t is about 20, as calculated from equation (1.5). For relativistic elec-

trons, this corresponds to a threshold energy of 10 MeV, which will be surpassed for

all experiments which use OHIPS as an electron spectrometer. On the other hand,

the threshold energy for pions is around 2.8 GeV, which is impossible for electron

scattering experiments at Bates since the maximum beam energy is about 1 GeV.

Thus, this Cherenkov counter can easily distinguish electrons from pions when they

pass through the OHIPS focal plane with the same momentum. The Cherenkov angle

17
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Figure 2-1: The layout of OHIPS with the Cherenkov Counter.

for relativistic electrons is approximately 2.880, as given by equation (1.2).

In the next section, the components of the Cherenkov counter will be introduced.

Then a section will be devoted to the design of the Cherenkov counter. Finally, the

alignment of the mirrors will be described.

2.1 Components of the Cherenkov Counter for

OHIPS

The Cherenkov counter for OHIPS is composed of four major parts: a gas tank, top

plate, mirror packages and photomultiplier packages. Figure 2-2 gives an overall view

of this detector. Figure 2-3 shows the top and side views of the counter.

18
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Figure 2-2: A simple overall view of the Cherenkov counter for OHIPS.

Mirror Packages

PMT Package

Figure 2-3: Top view and side view of Cherenkov counter for OHIPS.
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2.1.1 Top Plate and Gas Tank

The top plate is a half inch thick aluminum plate with three aluminum hollow "pipes"

(or "tubes") welded onto it. The diameters of these three pipes are 6.5 inches each,

with a wall thickness of 0.25 inches. Photomultiplier packages are inserted into the

pipes. The gas tank is made of aluminum, with a thickness of 0.125 inches. The

bottom surface of the plate is machined smooth to prevent Isobutane from leaking

out when the gas tank is bolted to the plate. A gasket between the top plate and the

gas tank prevents leaking. Gas leaking out of the tank is a big concern here, since

the working gas is Isobutane, which is flammable.

The bottom surface of the top plate, and the inner surface of the gas tank, are

painted black to reduce the reflection of photons from these surfaces.

2.1.2 Photomutiplier Package

Each photomultiplier package consists of a photomultiplier tube, an aluminum base,

magnetic shielding, an aluminum O-shaped clamp and six threaded rods to secure the

phototube to the base. Three of these packages are installed into the three pipes on

the top plate, as shown in Figure 2-2. Figure 2-4 gives a side view of a photomultiplier

package.

Using magnetic shielding to reduce noise caused by external fields is important.

Usually, for each high-energy charged particle transversing the counter, only a few

Cherenkov photons are emitted. In order to detect these photons, photomultiplier

noise needs to be reduced as much as possible.

The type of photomultiplier tube used in the Cherenkov counter is the XP4500B,

made by Philips Components [12]. It has a 130 mm concave-convex U'-transmitting

glass window, with a useful diameter around 110 mm. The photocathode material is

bialkali B. The spectral response range, which is the range of wavelength for which

incident photons can be converted into photoelectrons efficiently, is 200-630 nm. The

peak response occurs at a wavelength of 400 nm. The quantum efficiency r7(A), which

is the ratio of the number of photoelectrons released by the photocathode to the

20
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Figure 2-4: A side view of the photomultiplier package.

number of incident photons on the cathode, is around 25% when the wavelength of

the incident photons is 400 nm. Figure 2-5 shows the radiant cathode sensitivity as a

function of wavelength [13]. The XP4500B also has a focused 10 stage dynode system,

in which the signal is amplified by a factor of 107 when the high voltage applied is

around 1800 Volts.

The cathode radiant sensitivity is defined as

S(A) - Ik (2.1)

where Ik is the photoelectric emission current from the cathode, and P(A) is the

incident radiant power. The cathode radiant sensitivity is related to the quantum

efficiency by

S(A) = A7q(A) (2.2)

For S in [A/W] and A in [nanometers], then

Ai1 (A)S() - 1240 (2.3)
1240

21
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Figure 2-5: Radiant sensitivity for cathode material bialkali B.

The Cherenkov counter uses three photomultiplier tubes. Table 2.1 gives some tech-

nical data [13j for these three tubes. PMT-left, PMT-mid and PMT-right refer to

the location of an individual tube as seen when facing the front end of the counter

(refer to Fig. 2-2).

2.1.3 Mirror Package

The mirrors used in the Cherenkov counter are spherical glass with a two-sided alu-

minum coating. The width of the mirror is 40 cm, height 40 cm, radius of curvature

68.59 cm and thickness about 0.5 cm. The mirror package was connected to the top

plate and was aligned in such a way that all photons hitting the mirror would be

reflected onto the photomultiplier tube facing the mirror. The reflection efficiency

should be as high as possible. Figure 2-6 shows the curve of reflection efficiency vs

wavelength[15], given by the manufacturer [14] of the mirror.

The mirror is glued into a slot in an aluminum base, which is then connected to

the top plate. Figure 2-7 shows a top view of the base.
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Table 2.1: Technical data for phototubes used in the Cherenkov counter.

300 400 500
Wavelength (nm)

600 700

Figure 2-6: Reflection efficiency curve of mirror.
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Figure 2-7: Aluminum base for mirror.

The base not only holds the mirror, but also allows for adjustment of mirror

orientation. Two aluminum pieces, outer and inner, compose the base. The mirror

is glued into a slot on the inner piece and the plane, which is tangent to the mirror

at the center of mirror, is at 79.9° with respect to the surface of inner aluminum

piece. A socket head shoulder screw connects the inner to the outer piece, through

a ball bearing, so the inner piece can rotate around this screw. This can be used

to change the orientation of mirror in the plane of the base. Four set-screws of "set

screw series 2" are used to secure the angle. The whole package is bolted to the top

plate by three socket head screws, represented by the three white circles in Fig. 2-7.

Between the top plate and the bottom of the outer piece, the socket head screws pass

through three spring coils, which provide tension as the angle between the bottom

of the outer piece, and the top plate, is adjusted by the socket head screws. After

making an angle adjustment, the three set-screws of "set screw series 1" help to secure

the angle between the outer piece and top plate. By adjusting the orientation of the

mirror in these two directions, the orientation of mirror can be set to the direction

which gives the maximum photon-collection efficiency.
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Figure 2-8: Design of the Cherenkov counter.

2.2 The Design of the Cherenkov Counter for

OHIPS

After the type of photomultiplier tube used has been chosen, the remaining design of

the Cherenkov counter for OHIPS is basically geometrical in nature. The length of

flight path for charged particles through the counter is restricted by the available space

inside the OHIPS detector shielding hut. The flight path in this counter is roughly

72 cm. The position and orientation of the mirrors and photomultiplier tubes are the

major concern during the design procedure.

2.2.1 The Method for Designing the Cherenkov Counter

Dr. Pat Welch designed the Cherenkov counter for OHIPS. The schematic flow chart

shown in Figure 2-8 will be helpful to explain the method he used.

The primary design tool is a simulation program, which traces the incoming elec-

trons and the Cherenkov photons emitted by them. The program can record the

positions and directions of electrons and photons when they hit the mirrors and pho-

tomultiplier tubes. The input to the program consists of the geometry of the detector

and the paths of the incident electrons. The paths of the incident electrons are gener-

ated by a second program TRANSPORT [9]. TRANSPORT is a ray tracing program

to trace electrons which are scattered from a point target and traverse the OHIPS
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Figure 2-9: Rotation expressed in Eulerian angles.

optical system. It gives the path of electrons when they fly through the focal plane of

OHIPS. The user can try different geometries for mirrors and photomultiplier tubes

and compare the results to obtain the setup which yields the best geometric collection

efficiency.

The source code of this simulation program can be found on the Ultrix workstation

MARIE, a node on MIT LNS computer network, under the directory pwelch/physics/

cherenkov. The important parts of the source code are listed in appendix A.

The coordinate system used in the simulation program is shown in Figure 2-2. The

origin point is on the front surface of the tank, and the center of the middle mirror

has (x,y) coordinates equal to (0,0). Eulerian angles are used to express rotations,

such as the reflection of photons on the mirror. In Fig. 2-9, b refers to the angle of

rotation around Z axis, for rotation around X' axis and 4b for rotation around Z"

axis. This is the convention used in Goldstein's classical mechanics text [.6].

The paths of the Cherenkov photons emitted by the incident electrons can be

traced with this program. From the number of photons emitted per centimeter (equa-
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tion 1.13), the average flight path length, L, of the electrons between successive photon

emissions can be calculated. Assuming that the distribution of electron flight paths

between successive photon emissions is given by the probability function

P(x) = e- xL, (2.4)

where x is the electron flight path between successive photon emissions and L is the

average distance between photon emissions. The flight path can then be simulated

by

x= -log(ran() * L, (2.5)

where ran() generates random numbers between 0 and 1. The angle of the emitted

photons emitted is the Cherenkov angle 0 and the angle b is randomly picked to be

between 0 and 2r.

An electron may emit several photons before it flies out of the gas tank. All the

photons emitted are traced. When a photon hits a mirror, the path of the reflected

ray is calculated and traced until it hits the surface of the photomultiplier tube.

The positions and directions of photons when they hit mirrors and photomultiplier

tubes may be histogrammed using the program PAW [10].

2.2.2 Simulation Results

In our simulation, the incident electrons distributed uniformly across the acceptance

surface of the counter and had a uniform distribution of azimuthal angles ranging

from 0° to 5°.

Table 2.2 shows the set up of mirrors and photomultiplier tubes at completion

of the assembly. Table 2.3 is a summary of the simulation for this actual geometry.

From this summary, we can see that under the current setup the geometric collection

efficiency is not 100%. The number of photons emitted is 248946, but only 232158

photons hit mirrors and photomultiplier tubes. So the geometric collection efficiency

is estimated to be 93.26%.
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All the positions in unit (cm), angles in unit (degree )

Table 2.2: Setup of mirrors and photomultiplier tubes.

Number of electrons: 1000

Number of photons: 248946
Number of mirror hits: 232158

Number of PMT hits: 232158

Mirror right hit: 51663

Mirror middle hit: 118982

Mirror left hit: 61513

PMT right hit: 51663

PMT middle hit: 118982

PMT left hit: 61513

Table 2.3: Summary of simulation result
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Center Orientation
X Z q 0 _

R -39 0 72 0 0 20.1
mirror M 0 0 70 0 0 20.1

L 39 0 72 0 0 20.1

R -41.9 24.5 45.0 0 0 45

PMT M -0.30 25.5 41.0 0 0 45

L 42.1 25.5 43.5 0 0 45
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The distribution of the positions of photons hitting the photomultiplier tubes is an

important thing to know: all the photons should hit the sensitive area of the photo-

multiplier tubes windows. Figure 2-10 is the two-dimensional distribution of photons

on photomultiplier tube PMT-left. Figure 2-11 is the one-dimensional distributions

of photons on the same tube. Bearing in mind that the sensitive diameter of the

cathode window is around 11cm, one can see that the simulation program predicts

that all Cherenkov photons on PMT-left are distributed in the sensitive area. The

same results hold for the other two tubes.
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2.3 Alignment of Mirrors

During assembly of the Cherenkov counter, the orientation of the mirrors required

special care. The mirrors have to be installed according to a setup which gives the

best geometric collection efficiency in the simulation program. We used a theodolite,

which is standard equipment for surveying objects, and a laser to help us align the

mirrors.

In order to correctly align the mirrors, we need to calculate where a specific ray

incident on each of the mirrors should strike the PMT. For example, if a light beam,

which is parallel to the z axis (the coordinate system is the same as the one in the

last section) hits the center of one mirror, we can calculate the exact position of the

point where the beam will be reflected to the surface of the photomultiplier tube,

since we know the orientation of the mirrors and the relative position of the mirrors

and tubes. For each photomultiplier tube, we made a surveying target onto which a

point was marked indicating the intersection position from a light beam parallel to

the z axis and hitting the center of mirror. These targets were then attached to the

surfaces of the photomultiplier tubes. Figure 2-12 shows the surveying targets.

In order to align the mirrors, a theodolite was set up in front of the Cherenkov

counter, which was installed in a support frame and oriented such that the top plate

was horizontal. The gas tank was not bolted to the top plate so that the mirrors were

exposed. Two precision steel rulers were glued to the top surface of the top plate.

One was near the front end, the other near the back end. We attached one plumb-bob

to each ruler, and the threads of the plumb-bobs then indicated the x coordinate of

the center of a mirror. With the help of these two plumbs-bobs, we could adjust

the horizontal position of theodolite to the center of a mirror. Two rulers were also

glued'onto the support frame vertically. These were used to set the theodolite height

to be the same height as mirror centers. The theodolite lens was adjusted to the z

direction. We adjusted the x position of the theodolite until the center line of the

lens was looking at the center of the mirror. A solid-state laser was attached to the

eye lens in such a way that the laser was on the lens center line. The laser beam
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Figure 2-13: Alignment of the mirrors.

passed through the theodolite and was reflected by the mirror back to the target on

the surface of the photomultiplier tube. When the laser spot was not at the same

position as the point on the target , it indicated that the orientation of the mirror

was not correct. We could adjust the mirror orientation by adjusting the screws on

the bases for mirrors (see Figure 2-7, and discussion in section 2.1.3 Mirror Package).

After setting the mirrors to the correct orientation, we used the two sets of set-screws

on the base of the mirrors to secure the orientation of the mirrors. Figure 2-13 shows

the surveying layout used for the mirror alignment procedure just outlined.
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Chapter 3

Testing the Cherenkov Counter

The ultimate goal of testing is to ensure that the detection efficiency for incident

charged particles passing the focal plane of OHIPS is high. Electrons passing the

focal plane of OHIPS will fly into the Cherenkov counter with small azimuthal angle

(i.e small ) and the Cherenkov counter is designed to detect photons emitted by

those electrons. So when we test the Cherenkov counter, we have to collimate the

incoming charged particles to have a small azimuthal angular distribution. This can

be done by using the electron beam at the Bates Accelerator Center. However, during

the weeks when we were waiting for beam time, we also performed a cosmic ray test

of the Cherenkov counter.

3.1 Cosmic Ray Testing

The cosmic ray testing was a prelude for the beam test. We tested the electronics

setup and Q data acquisition system [8]. The experimental setup is shown in Figure

3-1. Analog PMT signals from the Cherenkov counter and the scintillators were fed

to Linear-Fan-Out modules (LeCroy [16] 428F), LFO. One set of the outputs from

the LFO went to the inputs of an ADC (LeCroy 2249A), the other set went to a

discriminator (LeCroy 821). The discriminator thresholds for the scintillator signals

were set to 150 mV, which was high enough to cut out noise, and thresholds for

Cherenkov signals were set to the lowest possible value of 30 mV. The widths of the
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Figure 3-1: Electronics setup for the cosmic ray test.

digital signals coming from the discriminator were set to 60 ns. One set of these

digital signals was connected to the "stop inputs" of a TDC (LeCroy 2228A). Also

the digital signals for the top and bottom scintillators went to a logical AND unit

(LeCroy 622), and the output coincidence signal then served as the ADC gate, the

TDC start, and the trigger for a BiRa Event-Trigger Module.

The Cherenkov counter was put in such a position that the mirrors were facing up,

so photons emitted by cosmic rays in the counter could be detected. The coincidence

signal of the two scintillators served as the trigger to ensure that the particle passed

through the Cherenkov counter. In order to obtain a satisfactory rate and test the

three photomultiplier tubes of the Cherenkov counter at the same time, we used two

large scintillators (5 feet long and 1 foot wide) which covered the three mirrors. The

histograms for PMT-left from the cosmic rays test are shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure

3-3.

The TDC histogram is as we expected, with a tight timing peak containing those

signals which have timing relation to the trigger. In the ADC histogram, the first

high peak is a pedestal, which results when there is no input signal to the ADC during

the ADC gate. This pedestal arises because the two big scintillators used to generate

a trigger covered all three mirrors. Therefore, there are many events for which there

was a trigger from the coincidence of the two scintillators, but the charged particle

did not pass the active area covered by any of the mirrors. Thus, the corresponding
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Figure 3-2: ADC spectrum for PMT-left.
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Figure 3-3: TDC spectrum for PMT-left, scale is 50ps per channel.
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Figure 3-4: ADC spectrum of PMT left under the gate test of TDC histogram.

ADC channel would have no input during the ADC gate.

On the TDC histogram, a test gate was set around the peak. This test gave those

events with real signals in PMT-left. By applying this test to the ADC histogram, the

histogram shown in Figure 3-4 resulted. The same results hold for PMT-middle and

PMT-right. Now the pedestal is gone because the gate test on the TDC histogram

ensures that there was a PMT signal for that event. The ADC spectrum is a Gaussian

distribution with a tail. The peak channel of the Gaussian distribution is proportional

to the average number of photoelectrons emitted from the cathode surface of a PMT

for each incident electron,

Cpk = KN,, (3.1)

where Cpk is the peak channel in ADC spectrum, K is a proportionality constant and

N, is the average photoelectron number. Given the PMT gains (G) and the ADC

sensitivity (S, picoCoulomb/channel), we can estimate the proportionality constant

K as:
eG

K= S' (3.2)

where e is the charge of electron, which is equal to 1.6 x 10-19 Coulomb. In our
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testing, the PMT gains were around 2 x 107 (see Table 2-1), the ADC sensitivity was

0.25 picoCoulomb per channel. Thus, the constant K is about 12.8. In the ADC

spectrum, the peak channel is 37 after the pedestal correction is made. Therefore,

the average number of photoelectrons is about 3. This number is much lower than

what we expected. From equation 1.13, by setting z=1 and 0 = 2.880, we can get

the number of photons emitted per centimeter as 1.2. The flight path for electrons is

around 72 cm, so the average number of photons generated by one electron is 86. The

geometric collection efficiency is 93.26%(section 2.2.2), the reflection efficiency of the

mirrors is around 90%, and the quantum efficiency of the cathode material is 25%.

Thus, the average number of photoelectrons caused by one incident electron should

be 18. which is much larger than the number 3 obtained from the ADC spectrum.

Thus, the PMTs detected fewer photons than we expected. One possible ex-

planation is that some charged particles passing through the counter, and giving a

scintillator trigger, had large incident azimuthal angles. Photons emitted by these

particles would also have large azimuthal angles because the Cherenkov angle is only

2.880 for our case. Thus, these photons would most likely miss the mirrors or the

PMTs after being reflected from a mirror. We could have collimated the cosmic rays

by using smaller scintillators, but the counting rate would have become too low.

An electron beam can provide well collimated electrons and a high counting rate.

It is necessary to use the electron beam to accurately test the efficiency of the

Cherenkov counter. However, these cosmic ray tests yielded the first results from

the new Cherenkov counter, and provided proof that all of the major components

appeared to function properly.

3.2 Testing of the Cherenkov Counter in the Elec-

tron Beam Line

The Cherenkov counter for OHIPS was tested on the electron beam line in the 14-

degree-extension area at the Bates Linear Accelerator Center. The electron beam
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Figure 3-6: Experimental apparatus for the beam test

current was tuned to the lowest possible level, and the energy used was 800 MeV,

which is much larger than the threshold energy for electrons in our Cherenkov counter.

Figure 3-5 shows a simplified version of Bates beam line.

The 14-degree-extension area at Bates is an extension for the 14-degree area,

which is generally used to dump the electron beam during beam tune-up for delivery

to the other experimental halls. In the 14-degree area, the beam pipe stops before a

magnetic dipole, which bends the beam for dumping it downwards into the ground.

In our test, we needed to let the beam fly straight from the 14-degree area into the

14-degree-extension area through a large pipe in the wall connecting these two areas.

In order to offset the residual magnetic field in the dipole, we had to apply reverse

current to the dipole, and ensured that there was no magnetic field in the dipole

before we let the beam into the 14-degree-extension area.

The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3-6. All three scintillators were
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installed on actuators such that they could be moved in and out of the beam line using

a switch board in the North Hall counting bay, where we had set up the acquisition

electronics system. The first scintillator, S1, was used to test whether the electron

beam current was too high, since for the test, we required as low a current as possible

in order to protect the Cherenkov counter photomultiplier tubes used in the testing.

At these low currents, Bates Central Control Room could not tell whether there was

beam in the 14-degree-extension area or not, since the standard beam monitors do

not function well at low beam currents. We had to monitor the beam ourselves by

using the S1 scintillator. After the current was appropriately lowered, we moved the

other two scintillators, S2 and S3, which were 2inx2in in size, into the beam line.

The two-fold coincidence of signals from S2 and S3 formed the trigger for the data

acquisition system, and ensured that the event came from the beam passing through

the Cherenkov counter.

The Cherenkov counter was placed on a remote-controlled movable table. This

allowed us to drive the Cherenkov counter into and out of the beam line, and also to

change the horizontal and vertical position of the detector with respect to the beam.

A television camera viewed the back of the Cherenkov counter, on which a sheet of

paper with a distance scale was attached. At the screen of the monitor for the camera,

a reference point was set. The relationship between this reference point and the point

where the beam passed the counter was studied carefully. Thus, when we moved the

table, we could precisely know where the beam was passing through the counter.

We first set the entrance face of the Cherenkov counter perpendicular to the beam

line, and moved the table horizontally and vertically in order to measure the efficiency

as electrons passed the entrance surface at different positions. We also measured the

efficiency of the Cherenkov detector with a small azimuthal angle as well as a small

"in-plane" angle. Table 3-1 and Figure 3-7 show the testing points where the electron

beam passed through the entrance surface.

The electronics system and Q data acquisition system [8] was straight forward,

and similar in design to that used during the cosmic ray run (see Figure 2-1 and

section 3.1). In the test, the discriminator thresholds for the Cherenkov signals were
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Point # Setting(in.) Description Run #

(Vertical, Horizontal)

-1, 13.5 Center of Mirror-left 29

12 3, 13.5 4 inches above the center 31

3 4.5, 13.5 5.5 inches above the center 32

4 5.25,13.5 6.25 inches above the center 33

5 5.75,13.5 6.75 inches above the center 34

6 6, 13.5 7in above th e center 30

7 4.5, 20.5 5.5in above and 7 in left to the center of mirror-left 35

:8 -1, 18 4.5in left to the center 39

-1, 19 5.in left to the center 38

10 -1, 20 6.5in left to the center 37

11 -1, 20.5 7in left to the center 36

12 -2.75, 18 1.75in below and 4.5in left to the center 40

13 -2.5, 6.75 1.5in below and 6.75in right to the center of mirror-left 41

14 -2.5, -2 1.5in below the center of mirror-middle 44

15 -2.5, -11 1.5in below and 6.5in left to the center of mirror-right 46

*Setting means the coordinates on the grid paper attached to the back surface of the counter, for the

incident points of electron beam.

Table 3.1: Testing points on entrance surface when the surface is perpendicular to
the beam
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Figure 3-8: Typical TDC spectrum for scintillator 2, 50ps per channel.

set to the lowest level, 30mV, and the thresholds for the scintillators were set to 54mV

for S2 and 46mV for S3. The width for all digital signals was set to 50ns. The digital

signal for S2 was delayed about 10ns with respect to S3 before the logical unit, so

the timing of the trigger (the output of the logic unit) was determined by S2. The

beam energy was 800MeV, and the current was 600pps (pulse-per-second) at a peak

current of order several electrons per burst. It took about 230 seconds to accumulate

100000 coincidence triggers, thus the coincidence rate was about 435 per second. The

accidental coincidence rate was about 0.1 per second. The dead time caused by the

"computer busy" was around 7%. We recorded ADC and TDC information for all

PMT signals. Figures 3-8 to 3-11 show some typical histograms obtained during the

beam line tests.

In a later second set of test runs, we put an 8.5 inches thick lead-brick wall before

the entrance surface to reduce the background and used the three-fold coincidence of

scintillators S1, S2 and S3 to form the trigger. Also three collimators were put along

the beam line to improve the collimation. The first two collimators were circular
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Figure 3-9: Typical TDC spectrum for scintillator 3, 50ps per channel.
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Figure 3-10: Typical TDC spectrum for Cherenkov signal, 50ps per channel.
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Figure 3-11: Typical ADC spectrum for Cherenkov signal.

holes one inch in diameter cut into 8.5 inch thick lead bricks. The third collimator

was a rectangle opening in the lead-brick wall. This opening was 1.5 inches by 2

inches in dimension. The beam energy was 258MeV for this second set of runs, and

the current was the same as used for the first set of runs. The coincidence rate was

430 per second and dead time was around 7%. These numbers were about the same

as those recorded for the first set of runs. The accidental coincidence rate for the

three-fold coincidence was negligible. Figure 3-12 shows the experimental apparatus

for the second set of runs. The efficiencies obtained during these runs were improved

in comparison to the first set of runs, which will be shown in the next chapter. Tables

3-2 to 3-4 and Figure 3-13 show the test points used in the second set of runs.
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Figure 3-12: The experiment apparatus for the second set of runs.

Point # Setting Description Run #

(Vertical l-nri7nntal)
16 -1, 13.5 the center of mirror-left 98

17 -5.5,13.5 4.5in below the center of mirror-left 99

Table 3.2: Test points for the second set of runs when the entrance surface is perpen-
dicular to the beam line.

Point Setting Description Run #

(Vertical 1-Tnrizontal) 
18 3.75, 13.5 4.75in above the center of mirror-left 119

19 3, 13.5 4in above the center of mirror-left 120

20 2.0, 13.5 3in above the center of mirror-left 121

21 1.0, 13.5 2in above the center of mirror-left 122

22 0.0, 13.5 l in above the center of mirror-left 123

16 -1, 13.5 the center of mirror-left 128

23 -2, 13.5 I in below the center of mirror-left 129

24 -4, 13.5 3in below the center of mirror-left 130

25 -5, 13.5 4in below the center of mirror-left 132

Table 3.3: Test points
in the vertical plane.

for the second set of runs when the counter is rotated 2 degrees
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Figure 3-13: Test points for the second set of runs.
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Point Setting Description Run #

(Vertic al oonta ,1) 
26 -1, 18 5.5in left to the center of mirror-left 133

27 -1, 15 2.5in left to the center of mirror-left 134

16 -1, 13.5 the center of mirror-left 135

28 -1, 10 3.5in right to the center of mirror-left 136

29 4, 10 5in above and 3.5in right to the center of mirror-left 137

17 -5.5, 13.5 4.5in below the center of mirror-left 140

Table 3.4: Test points for the second set of runs when the counter is rotated 4 degrees
in the horizontal plane.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis and Conclusion

4.1 Data Analysis and Results

The efficiency of the Cherenkov counter for OHIPS is defined as the ratio of the

number of times when any one of the three photomultiplier tube gets a good signal

when there is a trigger, to the total number of triggers:

measurd N nkov NPMT-left + NPMT-mid + NPMT-right (4.1)
mncr suredr tNitrigger - Ntrigger

S2S3 'S2-S3

In order to eliminate noise and get a "good" trigger, gate tests were set around the

peaks in the raw data TDC spectra for the scintillators. The gate on S2 was 0.4ns,

and the gate on S3 was 5ns. By applying these two small time gates, we could make

sure that the number of coincidences of S2 and S3 did indeed give the number of

particles which passed straight through the counter (i.e. we eliminated any "random

coincidence" triggers). This number was the trigger number we need for use in the

denominator of equation 4.1. We applied the AND of these two gate tests to the

TDC and ADC spectra of the Cherenkov signals. The noise level in the Cherenkov

spectra was reduced by application of this cut. However, since the spectra were very

clean to begin with, the application of this cut only reduces the noise a little and

the change in the spectra is actually very slight. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the gates

set on the TDC spetra of S2 and S3. Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the TDC and
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Figure 4-1: Gate set on the TDC spectrum of S2.

ADC spectra of Cherenkov signals before and after the scintillator TDC time-gate

tests were applied.

After applying the time gates, a gate test on Cherenkov ADC spectrum was made

to get the number of good Cherenkov events. This gate merely cut out the pedestal

in ADC spectrum. A pedestal appears when there is no analog signal input to ADC

during the ADC gate which is generated by the trigger (i.e. there is no Cherenkov

signal when there is a trigger). After this cut, the ADC spectrum would give the

number of good Cherenkov events. Figure 4-5 shows the ADC spectrum after the

gate test on it was applied.

Tables 4.1 to 4.4 show the results for the number of good signals N kov the

number of triggers Nsi2.s, and their ratio (i. e. the efficiency Emeasured), as the electron

beam passed the counter at different positions. The statistical error is around 0.3%

for all data.
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gates on S2 and S3 were applied.
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Figure 4-4: ADC spectra for Cherenkov signal, before(left) and after(right) the time
gates on S2 and S3 were applied.
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Figure 4-5: ADC spectrum after the pedestal was cut.
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Run # Number of Triggers Number of Cherenkov Events Efficiency

(%)

1 29 107176 106798 99.65

2 31 98770 98511 99.74

3 32 73928 73742 99.75

4 33 90753 90605 99.84

5 34 98081 97663 99.57

6 30 102098 99596 97.55

7 35 89927 89108 99.09

8 39 91256 90969 99.69

9 38 87920 87798 99.86

10 37 84465 84272 99.77

11 36 104351 102049 97.79

12 40 175029 174878 99.91

13 41 129967 129641 99.75

14 44 69184 69013 99.75

15 46 96193 96148 99.95

Table 4.1: Efficiencies when the entrance surface is perpendicular to the beam line.

Run # Number of Triggers Number of Cherenkov Events Efficiency
(%)

1 98 89726 89692 99.96

2 99 95250 95155 99.90

Table 4.2: Efficiencies
to the beam line.

for the second set of runs when the entrance is perpendicular
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Run # Number of Triggers Number of Cherenkov Events Efficiency

(%)

1 119 43384 43337 99.89

2 120 83781 83714 99.92

3 121 50385 50352 99.93

4 122 79736 79681 99.93

5 123 63161 63122 99.94

6 128 69754 69728 99.96

7 129 68490 68465 99.96

8 130 73051 73014 99.95

9 132 86275 86239 99.96

Table 4.3: Efficiencies for the second set of runs when the counter was rotated 2
degrees in the vertical plane.

Run # Number of Triggers Number of Cherenkov Events Efficiency
(%)

1 133 71901 71876 99.97

2 134 73278 73251 99.96

3 135 74516 74492 99.97

4 136 75771 75738 99.96

5 137 70803 70762 99.94

6 140 61174 61120 99.91
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Table 4.4: Efficiencies for the second set of runs when the counter was rotated 4
degrees in the horizontal plane.



The efficiency is found to be high (over 99%) and uniform across the entrance

surface. Also, the efficiency doesn't change when there is a small azimuthal angle

between the electron beam and the normal direction of the entrance surface. The

efficiency is lowered a little when the electron beam shoots at the edge of a mirror,

shown as the results of run 30 and 36 when the test points were 7 inches away from the

center of a mirror. This lower efficiency is understandable because some Cherenkov

photons will miss a mirror when the electron beam shoots at the edge. The ADC

spectrum of the Cherenkov signal also shows that fewer photons are detected near a

mirror's edge. Figure 4-6 shows the ADC spectra when the electron beam shoots at

the center of the mirror(run 29) and the edge of that mirror(run 36). The peak of the

ADC spectrum shifts to the left, which means that the average number of photoelec-

trons detected is lower. We can estimate the average photoelectron number detected

in these two runs by using the same method outlined in section 3.1 for the cosmic

ray data analysis. However, because of the good Gaussian shape of the ADC spectra,

we can use the following way to estimate the average number of photoelectrons more

accurately. As before, the peak channel of the Gaussian distribution is proportional

to the average number of photoelectrons emitted from the cathode surface for each

incident electron,

Cpk = KNe, (4.2)

where Cpk is the peak channel, N, is the average number of photoelectrons, and K is

a proportionality constant. For a Gaussian distribution [5], the FWHM (Full-Width-

Half-Maximum) in units of ADC channels is,

FWHM = 2.35 x K x /i, (4.3)

Therefore,
Cpk - V~=(4.4)

FWHM 2.35' (4.4)

N, = 2.352 X ( k )2. (4.5)

After fitting the ADC spectra with a Gaussian function and making the pedestal
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Figure 4-6: ADC spectra of Cherenkov signal when the electron beam shoots at the
center(left) and edge(right) of a mirror.
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Figure 4-7: TDC spectra in log scale for Cherenkov signals, before(left) and af-
ter(right) the improvement on collimation and shielding.

correction to the peak channel, we found that the peak channel(Cpk) and FWHM,

respectively, were 323 and 192 for run 29 (center of mirror), 206 and 186 for run 36

(edge of mirror). Inserting these data into equation 4.5, we find that the average

photoelectron numbers for runs 29 and 36 were 15 and 7, respectively. It is thus clear

that the counter detected less photoelectrons when the electron beam passed at the

edge of a mirror.

By comparing the TDC spectra for Cherenkov signals from runs 29 and 98, which

tested the same points on the entrance surface except one from the first run period

and one from the second run period, one can find that the improvement of collimation

and shielding in the later test did lower the background noise level. As a result, the

efficiency increases from 99.65% to 99.96%. Figure 4-7 shows the Cherenkov TDC

spectra for those two runs in log scale.
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The best possible efficiency of our Cherenkov counter to detect incoming electrons

can be estimated by considering the following factors: the number of photons pro-

duced in the counter Nr, the geometric collection efficiency g19, the mirrors' reflection

efficiency Yref, and the quantum efficiency ?quan of the photomultiplier cathode ma-

terial. For each incoming electron, the photoelectrons emitted by the cathode will

be

Ne = N yrlg ref lquan. (4.6)

According equation 1.14, the electronic detection efficiency E will be

e = 1 - exp(-N,). (4.7)

In our Cherenkov counter, the number of photons expected is about 86, which is

calculated by multiplying the electron flight path through the counter (72 cm), and

the number of photons emitted per centimeter - which is given by setting z to 1 and

0 to 2.88 ° in equation (1.13). The geometric collection efficiency is about 93.26% (see

section 2.2.2), the mirrors' reflection efficiency is about 90% (see Figure 2-6), and the

quantum efficiency of cathode is about 25%. So the number of photoelectrons created

by the Cherenkov light from an incoming electron will be, on average:

N, = 86 x 0.9326 x 0.9 x 0.25 = 18. (4.8)

The expected efficiency of electron detection is

e = 1 - exp(-18) = 1 - 0.000000015 = 0.999999984. (4.9)

The measured efficiency is little bit lower that the ideal efficiency. But considering

the statistical error, which is around 0.3%, one can find that the measured efficiency

is close to the optimum efficiency for the Cherenkov counter.
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4.2 Conclusion

The test conducted in the electron beam line demonstrates that we have an oper-

ational Cherenkov counter for OHIPS. Each of the three photomultiplier tube and

mirror-package combination works well. The efficiency of this counter is high, rang-

ing from 97.6% at the extreme edge of the acceptance for the counter to over 99.9%

uniformly across the rest of the acceptance. This measured efficiency is very near

to the best efficiency given by the design of the Cherenkov counter. In the central

acceptance regions, the average number of photoelectrons detected was 15, compared

to an expected number of 18. The detection efficiencies are also high for those in-

cident electrons with small azimuthal angles, as well as with small in-plane angles.

All of these measured properties indicate that this Cherenkov counter is ready for

installation and use in the OHIPS spectrometer.
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Appendix A

The Source Code of the

Simulation Program

The simulation program is composed of two parts, DESIGN and PLOT. Each of these

two parts has several source code files written in C and FORTRAN. The function

of DESIGN is to take the paths of the incident electrons and the geometry of the

mirrors, and the photomultiplier tubes, and then simulate the behavior of photons

emitted by the incident electrons. The output includes a summary of the simulation

(Table 2.3), and the best setup of the mirrors and the PMTs (Table 2.2). If the user

wants to study the detail of the distribution of position and direction of a photon on a

mirror or a PMT, he can choose to generate more output files containing the relevant

information. These files are the inputs to PLOT, which does all the histogramming

by using HBOOK in PAW [10].

Among the source code files for DESIGN, two files need to be metioned here.

One is "struct.h", which defines several data structures to store the geometry of

the mirrors, PMTs and other information about the whole system. The other is

"process.c". The function processfile defined therein gets the path of an electron,

simulates the generation of photons, and keeps the traces of the photons. Here I list

these two files and the file "main.c".

struct.h
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#define MAX NUMBER OF_MIRRORS 10
#define MAX_NUMBER OF DETECTORS 10

/ * Please note most rotations are using the Eurlian angles where the first
rotation is about z (phi), the second is about x' (theta), and the third
is about z' (psi). This is the convention used in Goldstein's classical
mechanics text.

*/

struct cosines
float
float

struct vector {
float x;
float y;
float z;

};

struct mirror {
struct vector sur
struct vector cent
float curvature;
float width;
float height;
float half xsize;
float halfysize;
float phi;
float theta;
float psi;
struct cosines cos
int hits;
float xmin, xma
float y_min, y_ma

};

{ /* direction cosines matrix */
ROT[3][3]; /* rotation matrix from world to rotated sys */
UNROT[3][3]; /* inverse rotation matrix */

/ * x coordinate in some system */
/ * z coordinate in some system */
/ * z coordinate in some system */

face; / * coordinates of mirror surface center */
ter; / coordinates of center of mirror sphere /

/ * radius of curvature of mirror $/
/ * width of mirror, straight line distance */
/* height of mirror, straight line distance */
/ * half of the width $/

/ half of the height $/
/ * rotation of mirror plane about z $/
/ * rotation about x' of mirror plane $/
/ * rotation of mirror plane about z' $/

sines; / $ directions cosines */
/ $ number of times this mirror was hit $/

ax; / extents actually reached $/

ax; /* extents actually reached */

struct detector {
struct vector center; / $ coordinates of detector center $/
float diameter;/ $* diameter of phototube $/
float radius; / *radius of phototube /
float radius2; / $ radius squared of phototube $/
float phi; /* rotation of detector plane about z */
float theta; /* rotation about x' of detector plane $/
float psi; / rotation of detector plane about z' $/
struct cosines cosines; / * directions cosines */
float A, B, C; / cooeffecients for equation of a plane */
int hits; / * number of times this detector was hit $/
int hitspart; /* number of hits for this particle */
float xmin, x_max; / extents actually reached */
float y_min, y_max; /$ extents actually reached /

struct setup {
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char title[132];
float n; /* Index of refraction - I */
float mass; /* mass of the particle in Me V */
float thetac; /* cerenkov angle in degrees */
float length_c;/* cerenkov photons per cm */
float length; / detector length in cm */ 60

float phialign; /* misalignment in phi /
float thetaalign; /* misalignment in theta /
float psi align; / * misalignment in psi */
float x align; /* misalignment in z */
float y_align; /$ misalignment in y */
float zalign; /* misalignment in z */
int number of mirrors;
struct mirror mirror[MAX_NUMBER OF MIRRORS];
int number of detectors;
struct detector detector[MAX NUMBER OFDETECTORS]; 70

};

struct header {
char title[81];
char date[10];
char time[9];
float zf;
int label;

80

struct point {
float x;
float xprime;
float y;
float yprime;
float p;

};

main. 

#include <stdio.h>
#include "struct.h"
#include "ext ern. h"

int main (int argc,
char **argv)

{
extern int optind;
FILE *ifp;
struct header header; 10
struct setup setup;

process_options(argc, argv);
read setup (argv[optind], &setup);
ifp = read_header (argv[optind+l], &header);
mirror-setup (&setup);
detectorsetup (&setup);
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particle-setup (&setup);
processfile (ifp, &setup);

20

return(O);
}

process. c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "struct .h"
#include "extern.h"

void processfile (FILE *ifp,
struct setup *setup)

{
struct point point;
float dx, dy, dz, path_length, tan xprime, tanyprime, distance;
float cos_theta particle, theta, phi, traveled = 0.;
float phi_c, sinphi_c, cosphi_c, sin_theta c, costhetac;
float mx, my, mz, tmirror
float a, b, c, determinate;
float length;
float incident dot normal;
float temp_out;
struct vector part;
struct vector photon_c;
struct vector photon;
struct vector contact;
struct vector mirror;
struct vector incident;
struct vector normal;
struct vector reflected;
struct vector temp;
struct cosines cosines;
struct mirror *ptr;
struct detector *detect;
int i, imirror;
int number ofparticles =

/* slopes and params /
for quadratic equations $/

/$ length of a vector /
/* dot products */
/ temporary variable for outputing /
/*$ particle loci /
/ $ photon loci in particles system $/
/ * photon loci in transport system */
/* mirror contact point in transport system */
/ $ mirror contact point in mirror system */
/* incident photon vector onto mirror $/
/* normal unit vector */
/ $ reflected vector */
/ * for temporary use in conversion $/

/ * directions cosines */
/ $ pointer to a mirror structure $/
/ pointer to a detector structure $/

30

0, numberpof photons = 0;
int numberpof mirror-hits, number-of detector hits;
int total number_of mirror hits = 0, total number of detector_hits = 0;
int above threshold = 0;

sin theta c = sin((float) (setup->thetac * MPI / 180.));
costheta c = cos((float) (setup->thetac * MPI / 180.));

while (read point(ifp, &point) != EOF) / Read in a point $/

if (number_of particles to process-- < 0) break;
if (units flag == 'm') /* units are meter-radians */

{
point.x *= 100;
point.y *= 100;

/* convert to cm from m */
/ * convert to cm from m $/
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}
else

I

/* Assume cm-mr $/

point.xprime = point.xprime / 1000.;/* convert to radians $/
point.yprime = point.yprime / 1000.;/* convert to radians */

t
tan xprime = tan((float) (point.xprime));
ta n gth tanprime = tan((loat) (point.yprime));
dx = setup->length * tan xprime; /* Get d over length /
dy = setup->length * tan yprime; / * Get dy over length */
path length = sqrt(setup->length*setup->length + dx*dx + dy*dy);

traveled = 0;
cos theta particle = setup->length / pathlength;
theta = acos(cos_thetaparticle); /* polar angle */

if (dx == 0.) /* work around bad atan2 */
{
if (dy >= 0.)

{

else

phi= M PI / 2.;

)

{
phi= -MPI / 2.;
I

/ 90 degrees */

/ * -90 degrees */

else

phi = atan2(dy, dx); /* azimuthal angle */

direction-cosines (phi, theta, (float) O., &cosines);
number of mirror hits = O;
number of detector hits = O;

for (i = O; i < setup->numberof detectors; i++)

setup->detector[i].hitspart = 0;
I

/ * step through emitting photons *$/
{

/$* get distance to next photon emission $/

distance = -log(random float()) / setup->length c;
/ * step along path and check if still in boxz /

path_length -= distance;
if (path-length <= 0)

{
break;

/ * find this points coordinates /
number of photons++;
traveled += distance; / * How far have I gone*/
part.z = traveled * cos theta particle;/ * z position */
part.x = point.x + part.z * tan xprime; /* x position $/
part.y = point.y + part.z * tan yprime; /* y position /

/* emit the cerenkov photon */
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phic = 2. * MPI * random-float(); /* 0-360 degrees */ 1oo
sin phic = sin(phic);
cos phi_c = cos(phi_c);

photon c.x = sin thetac * cosphi c;
photonc.y = sinthetac * sin phic;
photon_c.z = costhetac;

/* rotate into transport system */
rotated to unrotated (&photon_c, &photon, &cosines);
photon.x += part.x; /* Translate $/ 110

photon.y += part.y;
photon.z += part.z;

/ * look for a mirror intersection */

mx = photon.x - part.x;
my = photon.y - part.y;
mz = photon.z - part.z;

a = mx* mx +my my + mz * mz;
tmirror = le31; 120

imirror = -1;
for (i = O; i < setup->number of mirrors; i++)

{
ptr = &setup->mirror[i];
dx = part.x - ptr->center.x;
dy = part.y - ptr->center.y;
dz = part.z - ptr->center.z;
b = 2. *(mx*dx+my*dy+mz*dz);
c = dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz - (ptr->curvature*ptr->curvature);
determinate = b * b - 4. * a * c; 130

if (determinate <= 0.) continue; /* no hit */
t = (-b + sqrt(determinate)) / (2. * a);
if ((t > 0.) && (t< tmirror))

t
temp.x = mx * t + part.x - ptr->surface.x;
temp.y = my * t + part.y - ptr->surface.y;
temp.z = mz * t + part.z - ptr->surface.z;

unrotated_to rotated(&temp, &mirror, &ptr->cosines);
if ((abs(mirror.x) < ptr->half xsize) &&

(abs(mirror.y) < ptr->half ysize)) 140

{
contact.x = temp.x + ptr->surface.x;
contact.y = temp.y + ptr->surface.y;
contact.z = temp.z + ptr->surface.z;

if (ptr->xmin > mirror.x) ptr->x min = mirror.x;
if (ptr->xmax < mirror.x) ptr->x max = mirror.x;
if (ptr->y_min > mirror.y) ptr->y_min = mirror.y;
if (ptr->y-max < mirror.y) ptr->y max = mirror.y;

150
tmirror = t;
imirror = i;

}
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if (imirror == -1) continue;

/ * Okay we hit a mirror so now reflect the ray */

ptr = &setup->mirror[imirror]; 160

ptr->hits++; /* count the hits $/
number of mirror hits++;

if (mirrorfp != NULL) / * dump output info */
{
fwrite (&point, sizeof(point), 1, mirror fp);
fwrite (&part, sizeof(part), 1, mirrorjfp);
fwrite (&contact, sizeof(contact), 1, mirrorfp);
temp.x = contact.x - ptr->surface.x;
temp.y = contact.y - ptr->surface.y; 170

temp.z = contact.z - ptr->surface.z;
unrotatedtorotated(&temp, &mirror, &ptr->cosines);
fwrite (&mirror, sizeof(mirror), 1, mirrorfp);

}

/* inward pointing normal unit vector $/

normal.x = -(contact.x - ptr->center.x) / ptr->curvature;
normal.y = -(contact.y - ptr->center.y) / ptr->curvature;
normal.z = -(contact.z - ptr->center.z) / ptr->curvature;

180

/*-incident light vector */
incident.x = -(contact.x - part.x);
incident.y = -(contact.y - part.y);
incident.z = -(contact.z - part.z);

/ * get some dot products /
incident dot normal = incident.x * normal.x +

incident.y * normal.y +
incident.z * normal.z;

/ * get reflected ray */ 190
mx = 2. * incident_dot_normal * normal.x - incident.x;
my = 2. * incident dot_normal * normal.y - incident.y;
mz = 2. * incident dot normal * normal.z - incident.z;

for (i = 0; i < setup->number of detectors; i++)

{
detect = &setup->detector[i];
a = detect->A * mx + detect->B * my + detect->C * mz;
if (a == 0) continue;
b = detect->A * (contact.x - detect->center.x) + 200

detect->B * (contact.y - detect->center.y) +
detect->C * (contact.z - detect->center.z);

t = -b / a;
if (t < 0) continue;
temp.x = mx * t + contact.x - detect->center.x;
temp.y = my * t + contact.y - detect->center.y;
temp.z = mz * t + contact.z - detect->center.z;
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unrotatedto.rotated (&temp, &reflected, &detect->cosines);
length = reflected.x * reflected.x +

reflected.y * reflected.y + reflected.z * reflected.z; 210

if (length <= detect->radius2)
{
number of detector hits++;
detect->hits++;
detect->hits_part++;
if (detector_fp != NULL)

{
fwrite (&point, sizeof (point), 1, detector_fp);
fwrite (&contact, sizeof (contact), 1, detector fp);
fwrite (&reflected, sizeof (reflected), 1, detector_fp); 220

i
if (detect->x min > reflected.x) detect->xmin =reflected.x;
if (detect->x max < reflected.x) detect->xmax =reflected.x;
if (detect->ymin > reflected.y) detect->y_min =reflected.y;
if (detect->y max < reflected.y) detect->ymax =reflected.y;

break;

} 230

}
if (particlefp != NULL)

{
fwrite (&point, sizeof(point), 1, particlefp);
temp out = number-ofmirrorhits;
fwrite (&temp out, sizeof(temp out), 1, particlefp);
tempout = number-ofdetector_hits;
fwrite (&temp out, sizeof(temp out), 1, particlefp);
}

numberof particles++; 240

total number_of mirror hits += number of mirror hits;
total numberof detector hits += number of detector hits;

for (i = 0; i < setup->numberofdetectors; i++)
{
detect = &setup->detector[i];

if (detect->hitspart > threshold)
{
above threshold++;
break;

250

printf("\n\nnumber of particles %d number of photons %d\n",
number of particles, number of photons);

printf ("number of mirror hits %d number of detector hits %d\n",
total number of mirror hits, totalnumber of detector_hits);

printf ("\n");
for (i = O; i < setup->number_of mirrors; i++)

{
ptr = &setup->mirror[i]; 260

printf("mirror %d hit %d times\n", i, ptr->hits);
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for (i = O; i < setup->number of mirrors; i++)
{
ptr = &setup->mirror[i];

printf("mirror %d limits (%g,%g) (%g,%g) range (%g,%g)\n", i,
ptr->x min, ptr->y min, ptr->x_max, ptr->y_max,
ptr->xmax - ptr->x min, ptr->y max - ptr->y min);

}
printf ("\n\n"); 270

for (i = O; i < setup->numberof detectors; i++)
{
detect = &setup->detector[i];
printf("detector %d hit %d times\n", i, detect->hits);
}

printf ("\n");
for (i = O; i < setup->number of detectors; i++)

{
detect = &setup->detector[i];

printf ("detector %d limits (%g,%g) (%g,%g) range (%g,%g)\n",i, 280

detect->x min, detect->y min, detect->x max, detect->y_max,
detect->xmax - detect->x min, detect->y_max - detect->y min);

}

printf ("%g%% detection eff\n",
((double) above_threshold * 100.) /
((double) number of particles));

PLOT takes the outputs of DESIGN, defines and fills histograms. Several subrou-

tines defined in FORTRAN file "hbook.f" call the library functions from CERN library

to handle histograms. The source code files for creating histogram, "c-hbook.c" and

"hbook.f", and "main.c" are listed here.

hbook.f

subroutine fill_hbook(ntuple, id)

implicit none

integer id
real ntuple(1)

call hfn (id, ntuple)

end 10

subroutine init hbook (filename)

implicit none
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character*(*) filename

parameter PAWCSIZE = 150000

integer iostat 20

real*4 h(PAWC SIZE)
common /pawc/ h

call hlimit (PAWC_SIZE)

call hropen (1, 'NTUPLE', filename, '1', 1024, iostat)
if (iostat .ne. 0) then
write(*,*) ' Error in HROPEI!'
stop 10 30

endif

end

subroutine hbookn define (id, number, tags, title)

implicit none

character*(*) tags(l), title
integer number, id 40

call hbookn (id, title, number, 'TUPLE', number * 1000, tags)

end

subroutine wrapup hbook

implicit none

integer iostat 50

call hrout (0, iostat, ' ')
call hrend (' TUPLE')

end

main. c

#include <stdio.h>
#include "hbook. h"

static char *opts = "d:m:n:p:s";
static char *usage = "\
Usage: %s -{%s} outputfilename\n\
\n\
-d fn detector ntuples are generated from file fn\n\
-m n mirror ntuples are to be generated from file fn\n\
-n # number of particles to process\n\ 10
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-p fn particle ntuples are generated from file fn\n\

-s disable filling of ntuples (For fast scan)\n\
I";

int number ofparticles to process = 10000000;
int nofill flag = 0;

main (argc, argv)
int argc;
char *argv0;

char *mirror filename = NULL, *particle filename = NULL;
char *detect filename = NULL;
int i;
extern int optind;
extern char *optarg;

fprintf (stderr, "\n\nCerenkkov design plotting package\n");
fprintf(stderr, " Version 1.0 by Pat Welch at Oregon State University\n");

while ((i = getopt (argc, argv, opts)) != EOF)

s
switch (i)

detect_filename = optarg;
mirrorfilename = optarg;
number of particles toprocess
particlefilename = optarg;
no fillflag = 1;

break;
break;

= atoi(optarg); break;
break;
break;

if (argc != (optind + 1))

{
fprintf (stderr, usage, argv[0], opts);
exit (2);

cinit hbook (argv[optind]);

if (particlefilename != NULL) particle (particlefilename);
if (mirror filename != NULL) mirror(mirror filename);
if (detect filename != NULL) detector(detect filename);

c_wrapup_hbook();

c-hkook. c

#include <stdio.h>

#ifdef VMS
#include <stdlib.h>
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case 'd':
case 'm':
case 'n':

case p':
case 's':

}

40

I

50



#define HBOOKN NAME hbookn define
#define INIT_NAME inithbook
#define FILL NAME fill hbook
#define WRAP NAME wrapup_hbook
#else /* VMS */
#include <malloc.h> 10
#define HBOOKN NAME hbookn define
#define INIT NAME init hbook
#define FILL NAME fill hbook_
#define WRAP NAME wrapup hbook
#endif /* VMS */

#define MAX TAG SIZE 12

void c init hbook (filename)
char *filename; 20

{

INIT NAME (filename);
}

void c fill hbook (ntuple, number)
float ntuple0;
int number;
{

FILLNAME (ntuple, &number);
} 30

void cwrapuphbook ()

WRAP NAME ();

}

void c hbookn define (id, number, tags, title)
int number;
char *tags0;
char *title; 40

int id;
{

char *tag_ptr;
int i, length, size;

size = number * MAX TAG SIZE;

if ((tagptr = malloc (size)) == NULL)
{

.fprintf (stderr, "Unable to allocate memory for tag strings\n"); 50

exit (2);

memset (tag_ptr, ' ', size);
for (i = 0; i < number; i++)

{
length = strlen(tags[i]);
if (length > MAX TAG SIZE) length = MAX TAG SIZE;
strncpy ((tagptr + i * MAX TAG SIZE), tags[i], length);
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}
HBOOKN NAME (&id, &number, tag_ptr, title, MAXTAGSIZE, strlen(title)); 60

free (tag-ptr);

}~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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